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Measure】ment of China’s Macmecon哪ic Resilience：A Systemic Risk PerspectiVe

Li“Xiaozi咒g，Z忍口7zg X乱以竹d Li S矗o“议，孵i·1 2·

In the context of the intensifying effect of external uncertainties and the

conversion of new and old internal dynamics， accurately identifying China’ s

macroeconomic resilience under the impact of systemic risk in financial markets has

become an important topic． We used 1 1 7 financial indexes to measure financial

market systemic risk and 15 1 macroeconomic indicators to estimate time-varying

impulse responses， and also used risk absorption intensity and duration to

q uantitatively measure macroeconomic resilience． The influencing factors are

examined through the regime switching model． The results show that China’s

macroeconomic res订ience has steadily improved． This is particularly true of the

marked improvement in the resilience of the import and export subsystem．

IⅥacroeconomic resilience has significant heterogeneity at the industry， business，

region， and urban—rural levels；it is affected by economic conditions， currency cycles

and total factor productivity，and shows regime switching characteristics．Identifying

the risk absorption capacity of the economic system and exploring ways to improve

macroeconomic resilience is of great significance for the achievement of the goal of

high-quality development and the formation of a new double deVelopment dynamic，

with the domestic economy and intemational engagement providing mutual

reinforcement， and the former as the mainstay．

An Ana删s of Changes in the Extent of lnco眦Disp州ty in China(2013—2018)

L“o C忍“Zi口729，Li S矗i n咒矗YkP Ximi咒g·33·

Since reform and opening up， China’s income disparity has generally widened，

but there are different views of the way it has changed over the past decade． An

analysis of the 2013 and 2018 household survey data of the China Household Income

Project(CHIP)reveals that the factors contributing to the narrowing and widening of

the income gap during this period offset each other， with the result that the income

gap generally remained stable at a high level． The narrowing of the urban—rural

income gap as well as the changes in wage income， pension income， estimated rent

for owned housing and transfer income， helped to narrow the income gap， while

changes in income distribution for the floating population， non_farm business income
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and property income 1ed to the widening of the gap．

ne鼬eming Philosophy of the Zhou aS Seen in the I砸cription on the Shi Qiang Basin

吼∞如2i咒·55·

The record of the Zhou kings inscribed on the Shi Qiang Basin ritual vessel is the

most systematic yet seen． Its inscription demonstrates the Zhou idea of its own

orthodox line of transmission expressed in careful and precise sentences and fastidious

phraseology． It describes the Zhou kings Wen and Wu and their meritorious

achieVements，with the aim of emphasizing that King Wen was blessed by Heaven，

had receiVed Heaven’s decree and was worthy to take on the heavy responsibilities of

rule． It also stresses that in governing the country，the ruler must be as res01ute and

steadfast as King Wu and have a sense of crisis．The idea that Heaven had appointed

King Wen to rule was very important for bu订ding the cultural confidence of the Zhou．

In traditional Chinese political culture，the“Way of Wen and Wu’’first emerged with

the inscription on the Shi Qiang Basin， which reflected the changes in the p01itical

philosophy of the dynasty at the time．From the Han on，the Way of Wen and Wu
was regarded as the supreme goVerning philosophy and the one and only way of ruling

the country． As the crystaUization of the wisdom of ancient China’s governing

philosophy，the Way of Wen and Wu is a vahlable political and cultural heritage．

1’lle Tsingll眦B锄boo SUps and the Study of Westem Zh伽History

Li“G乞oz^o，zg·68·

Over more tkm a decade of strenuous effort，ten series of reports have been published

on the商nghua bamb∞slips．The great majo^ty of the documents therein are precious

texts and secret works 10st for over twro thOusand years．The many bamb00 slip titles that

relate to the history of the Western Zhou have helped to deepen our understanding

and knowledge of these historical documents； they reveaI the true face of historical

events and promote the study of Western Zhou 1iterary， intellectual， cultural and

institutional history． Many of these records have not only solved 10ng—debated

questions in the study of Western Zhou history，but also provided new opportunities

for further research． The work of collation and research on the Tsinghua bamboo

slips has profoundly influenced the study of Western Zhou history；the bamboo slips

have become an effective tool for studying Western Zhou history and culture．

Excavated I蛔c岫ents and New E“d锄ce on The Clnssic of MoHntnins nnd Sens

Li优劢口o·83·

了诜P(：弘5sif(矿^氇施726口i卵s以7矗S缸s(S忍口，z矗以巧i船g)has a沥de range of contents．A
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comDarison with related excavated texts shows that了Ⅵe CYa55ic o厂』＼锄z￡咒￡以i咒5口，zd

Se倪5 has a stro竹g co￡or qf nu竹teraI art(s矗“5矗乱)and rich natural history content． It

also inherits the tradition of“recording the strange．”It was originally accompanied

by pictures and maps， so can be considered a comprehensive work containing a

mixture of numeral art， natural history， “strange things and mythology．”丁流P

CY以ssic o厂^钧“咒f口i咒s以卵d Sg以s records“the cave of the bear，”“Ban’s invention of

the bow and arrow，” “the country of Nie’er，”etc．， which can be attested by

excavated bamboo slips and texts on silk from Chu and bamboo slips from Qin．The

work is thus of great historical value． In addition to examining the word usage and

images， this paper compares the vocabulary of this work with excavated documents，

and concludes that：陬8 CZ倪ssic o．厂A如“挖f盘i咒s(S愚倪巧i行g)，a part of the work，was

produced no 1ater than the Warring States Period； it was probably produced in the

Chu area．and the author would have been a native of Chu．We can use the excavated

documents to correct some of the characters in 1Ⅵ8 Cf以5sic D厂』＼铂乱行f以i咒s倪竹d Se口s．

，11le Legal Code Syst锄as S咖in the Qin and Han B啪boo Slips 吼删吼i·104·

The recently unearthed Han bamboo slips from Shuihudi and Huj ia Caochang

show that the Western Han legal code had a categorized and stratified structure，with

the 1aws on the “system of defining crimes” (z甜imi规g z元i z忽i) and an

“implementation in accord with the law，”for buildings， stables， border markets，

etc．，categorized as“口Law”and“Side Law”respectively．This particular pattern of

organization of laws can also be observed in the“Second Year Law” of Empress

Dowager Ln’s regency and the categorized 1aws from the Eastern Han dynasty

recorded in the wooden tablets unearthed in Gurendi， but it is not seen in the Qin

laws unearthed in Shuihudi． It is possible that the“口Law”was formulated under

the auspices of Xiao He， or was an extension of the Nine Chapter Law． The“Side

Law”was a subsequent law．Sustained emendation of the 1aws，active court debates，

and standardized adj udication procedures enabled the content of the Qin and Han 1egal

codes to remain relatively stable and their implementation to be uniform， while

1eaving the final interpretation in the hands of the central 1egislature．

A New Understanding of Han Bamb00 Slips and the History of Social Co咖眦ication in

the Hexi Region Wa挖g Z巧i咒。122‘

Communication plays an important role in the course of the history of

civilization．In the Han dynasty，it made epochal historical progress，with consequent

changes in administrative history， economic history， life history and intellectual

history． These circumstances catalyzed historical progress and raised the social and

cultural 1evel． Most of the materials from arche0109ical finds contain information

· 夕nR ·
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reflecting the history of social communication in the Hexi region at the time．It can be

seen that the interaction of different ethnic groups，urban and rural dwellers，and the

military and civilians were unprecedentedly vigorous， as were regional and social

intercourse at different levels． Discovering， understanding and interpreting the

relevant materials will help deepen our study of the history and culture of this period

and enrich our understanding of the history of the Silk Road．

罚e Han Dyn嬲ty’s DeVelopment肌d M舳ag哪蚰t of the Silk Road嬲Seen in Excavated

Han B踟mboo S¨ps Z忍口7zg D叫乞卵g·143·

To ensure the smooth flow of traffic along the Silk Road and between China and

the Western Regions， the Han dynasty took different measures along different

sections of the S订k Road．In the eastern section of the Silk Road，from Chang’an to

Dunhuang， continuous relay stations were set up as stopping points on a fixed route；

in the north and south of the Western Regions，the Western Region governorship was

set up and troops were stationed in Yixun in the south and Cheshi in the north， to

ensure that the oasis countries fulfilled their obligations as stopping points for traffic

between China and the Western Regions in a relatively stable environment． To the

west of the Congling Ridges， exchanges with Central Asian countries were

strengthened and the western end of the S订k Road was gradually shifted westward

and southward， laying the foundation for its subsequent extension to the

Mediterranean coast．Without the court’s provision of security and supply guarantees

along the route，a normal passage along the Silk Road would not have been possible．

The idea that the Silk Road was a“network”that could be traveled at w订l is

debatable． From the very beginning， it was a direct interface between Chinese

civilization and the Western world(the HeUenistic world of Central Asia)．The best

proof of this is to be found in the Han bamboo slips，which record direct diplomatic

contact between the Han dvnastv and Central and Western Asia and South Asia．The

argument that the Silk Road trade route im幻1ved only a short joumey from one oasis to

another and that“few people crossed the whole of Central Asia from Samarkand to Chang’

an’’does not ho】d v矿ater．

The Belt and Road Initiative and International

of the SuppIy Of Intemati蚰al Public G00ds

Law：An Analysis fI．咖the PerspectiVe

S九i Ji靠gzi口·156·

The international community faces the dilemma of insufficient supply of public

goods due to the interaction of various forces and factors， including the profound

influence of economic crises， the increase in trade protectionism， the reform of the

910bal governance system，and the spread of COVII)-1 9．The Belt and Road InitiatiVe

is a public good provided by China， as a responsible major country， to the

· 2f)7·
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intemational community at the new stage of historical development． It is non_

competitive and non_exclusive．International 1aw plays an important role in promoting

and guaranteeing the supply of international public goods． Since the implementation

of the Initiative， the environment of international governance has undergone drastic

changes． Implementing the rule of 1aw is the basic premise and important guarantee

for the Initiative’s long—term and smooth implementation． On the one hand，

implementing the rule of law under the Belt and Road Initiative pays heed to the

diversified governance of international soft and hard law and makes good use of

existing b订ateral， regional and multilateral international legal mechanisms． On the

other hand， we should pay close attention to the 1atest developments in international

economic and trade rules， and increase our capacity to supply rules for inVestment

and trade“beralization in an innovative way．The international legal guarantee of the

Belt and Road Initiative should attach importance not only to specific recent measures

for trade and investment 1iberalization， but also to the lon矿term planning and

sustainable development of institutional supply， so as to achieve the访sion and goals of

the Belt and Road Initiative．

Tr柚sfomati伽and Applicati帅：“Critici锄of On舀朐l EV鲫ts”and M0dem and

ConteInporary Chinese Literature Z忍以行g J优佗‘1 80。

The practices of“classicizing”and“historicizing”in the study of modern and

contemporary literature requires not only“leaming from the ancients，”but aIso the

creative transformation of classical method0109y．As one of the important methods of

classical textual criticism， “criticism of o“ginal events’’ occupies an intriguing

theoretical space and application scenario in the field of modern and contemporary

literature．The modern transformation of this form of criticism requires a thorough

examination of the historical data relating to the characters， events and situational

archetypes and the processes by which the narrative was rewritten， as well as an in—

depth analysis of the internal logic of the storytelling strategies and narratiVe

mechanisms that govern the texts’ ev01ution from a story of original eVents to a

fictional story． With thj s dual vision of narratology and cultural studies， classical

criticism can be reactivated and transformed into a new research method that

combines both “textology” (足口o) and “interpretation’’ (s^i) with the organic

integration of historical materials and interpretation，an approach that can be widely

applied in the analysis of modern and contemporary literary works and even writers．

A1though there are obj ective limitations to the subj ects and methods of research in

modern stories founded on original events， they are of great value for exploration in

terms of in—depth analysis of the cultural and narrative values of modern and

contemporary literature and of the adjustment and reconstruction of the 1iterary

research tradition during this period．
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